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White Paper 

Identifying Seasonality in Time Series Data Using Fourier Transforms 

 

Background 

Time series’ data of various quantities are often the most readily available and expediently produced analysis of 

short and long-term data sets, frequently comprising the first step in any significant data analysis.  Used in the 

monitoring of physical units as well as other economic metrics, accurate examination of time series data allows 

for the quantification of patterns in the past movements of a variable which can subsequently be used for 

accurate forecasting.  Accurate forecasting however can be difficult in the event strong seasonal signals or 

where a large irregular component is present.  In an econometric setting, seasonality can be defined as a periodic 

pattern present in a time series, which repeats at regular intervals every year. These seasonal oscillations in data 

sets can make it difficult to analyse whether deviations in data for a given period reflect an important increase or 

decrease in the level of the data, or are due to regularly occurring variation.  However in large data sets the 

accurate identification of seasonal components can be difficult due a strong irregular component, or the presence 

of multiple seasonal cycles, hence it becomes vitally important to be able to accurately and expediently locate 

any seasonally periodic cycles in collective time series data sets.  One highly efficient method for finding 

seasonal signals is through the effective use of fast Fourier transforms (FFT), available in most statistical 

software packages.  

 

Definitions 

 

Using a parametric approach, a given time series data can be broadly assumed to be composed of several 

components: 

 

1. Trend - The overall change in the measured data which can be inferred from the time series.  This 

component however is often obscured by seasonality, and only be measured after the accurate 

identification and subsequent removal of time series seasonality. 
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2. Seasonality - Part of the time series undergoing specific variations at certain periodic times, and 

describes cyclic processes or any regular fluctuations (both deterministic and stochastic).  Seasonal 

components are generally considered to have a period of less than one year. 

3. Cycle – Theses are usually considered as periodic processes similar to seasonal components, but with 

significantly larger periods. Cycles mostly arise from changes of a qualitative nature such as population 

or economic fluctuation.  A cycle is quite difficult to detect in anything but large data sets taken over a 

long period of time and is thus very often assumed to be negligible, especially for short-term data. 

4. Irregular component - This component results from statistical anomalies or from accidental or from 

discrete non-repeating events.  It is evident in a given period when the series presents unexpected 

behaviour, with the recorded value having increased or decreased from the expected value for the period.  

 

Being that it can be useful to identify both the trend and seasonal components for future extrapolation, 

methodologies for the separation of these components becomes necessary.  The overall trend in particular is 

useful for identifying future changes, and becomes very important for long term planning as well as historical 

analysis.  Time series’ however, are often significantly affected by seasonal variations and calendar effects, where 

movements in the trend can be masked by the seasonal component.  This presence of seasonality can also 

produce difficulties in the comparison of relative changes in two or more series.  Therefore a seasonal 

adjustment is the process of removing the periodic component.  The result of a seasonal adjustment is a 

deseasonalized time series.  Correctly deseasonalized data is essential for exploring the trend over time and any 

remaining irregular component.  For this purpose, using Fourier analysis to create a periodogram is an efficient 

and fast procedure to reveal any periodicity within a given time-series.   

 

Fourier analysis is concerned with the examination of cyclical patterns of data. The purpose of Fourier analysis 

techniques is the decomposition of a complex time series with cyclical components into a few underlying 

sinusoidal (sine and cosine) functions of particular wavelengths.  Restated, all waveforms or time-series, f(t), can 

be represented by a series of sine and cosine functions such that  
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where the coefficients, a0, an, ab, are given by: 

 

 

Therefore Fourier analysis of a periodic function refers to the extraction of the series of sines and cosines which 

when superimposed will reproduce the function.  This analysis can be expressed as a Fourier series.  Any 

changing physical quantity or metric can be described either in the time domain, by the values of some quantity 

h as a function of time t, e.g., h(t), or else in the frequency domain, where the process is described by giving its 

amplitude H (generally a complex number indicating phase also) as a function of frequency f , that is, H(f), with -

∞ < f < ∞.  For many purposes it is useful to think of h(t) and H(f) as being two different representations of the 

same function. One goes back and forth between these two representations by means of the Fourier transform 

equations, 

 

𝐻(𝑓) =  ∫ ℎ(𝑡)𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞

 

 

ℎ(𝑡) =  ∫ 𝐻(𝑓)𝑒−2𝜋𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑓
∞

−∞
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Implementations 

 

Once a times series data set has been constructed, consisting of the fluctuation of some variable over time, no 

periodicity may be apparent.  For the current example illustrated in Figure 1., a time series was created with the 

addition of two sine functions, with periods 30 and 120 days, and then an irregular component was introduced 

by adding zero-mean random noise to the data. 

  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Using some example data, in this case, in this case a time series of residuals from a    daily 

measurement taken for one year (365 values). 

 

In order to yield an accurate measure of the seasonality, a Fourier analysis (FFT) of the time series can be 

performed to uncover any degree of periodicity.  Despite no clear seasonal cycles being evident in the data 

illustrated in Figure 1., this information can then be used to create a periodogram, essentially moving the data 

from the time domain, h(t), into the frequency domain, H(f). 
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Figure 2. A periodogram created from the data in Figure 1.  Clear peaks can be observed at 30 and 120 

days. 

 

Figure 2 illustrates a periodogram with peaks indicating seasonal components in the original data 

set.  In the present example, there are two cycles present in the data, 30 and 120 days long, ie. 

monthly and 4 monthly cycles.  Although the irregular component can play a significant part in  

obscuring both the trend and seasonality, Fourier analysis can still unambiguously identify if any  

seasonality exists. 
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Figure 3. Sample of medium term sales data set with strong irregular component. 
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Figure 4. A periodogram, displaying the first 90 intervals, created from the data in Figure 3.   

Three large peaks are illustrated in Figure 4, with several small peaks scattered throughout the periodogram.  

While one or more peaks indicate the presence of a seasonal pattern, numerous smaller peaks usually imply that 

the data set contains a lot of noise.  In these instances, it is often better to apply some appropriate smoothing to 

the data before proceeding with the analysis. 

 

ADDITIONAL  CONSIDERATIONS : 

 

Finding the Fourier transform of a given data set can confirm the presence of any seasonal cycles, as well as 

reveal valuable information regarding the period and regularity of these cycles.  The Fourier transform of a time 

series however, can be useful also in preforming smoothing operations on the data.  Once in the frequency 

domain, selected parts of the frequency spectrum H(f) can easily be subjected to various mathematical 
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manipulations, such as continuation of complete removal.  This practice of removing areas of the frequency 

spectrum, such as lesser peaks and noisy areas, results in a smoothed approximation of the original signal in the 

time domain, h(t), after the inverse Fourier transform is applied. 

 

 

Questions: 

For additional information on Identifying seasonality in time series’ using Fourier transforms or on any of the 

terms on concepts found herein, please visit http://www.north-find.com or, 

 

E: cmonahan@north-find.com 
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